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Conferences are necessarily dominated by the presentation of papers by 
specialists, with little or no opportunity for sustained discussion among 
participants. The purpose of the Retreat is to get round that difficulty — to 
provide an occasion for academics and others researching the Movement to 
meet with practitioners (i.e. regular participants in dialogue and the 
volunteers who constitute the Movement's principal resource) and engage in 
sustained discussion. Five days of chaired panel discussions, open to 
questions and answers from the floor, will allow for thorough appraisal and 
analysis of the Movement's aims and achievements, its methods and 
mechanisms. In the late afternoon/evening of each day, arrangements will be 
made  to visit places and people relevant to that day's topics.

Two full days will be set aside for sightseeing in and around Istanbul, so that 
the effort of discussion can be complemented by refreshment and relaxation.

?Opportunities: what can be learnt from the 
Movement's history in order to build for its future?
?Gender roles: where in the Movement are the 
women?
?Financial resources: what keeps the wheels 
turning?
?Media expansion: given such rapid growth 
from local to international, what burdens come 
with scale?
?Dialogue: which approaches enable fruitful 
dialogue? what comes next, after the talking?
?Educational ideals and realities: Gülen's 
philosophy of education — how does it work in 
practice?
?Scholarship: Gülen's output on theology and 
the role of religion in society
?Islam in modern society: what does the 
Movement understand by tajdid (renewal); what 
does it entail?

In order to realise the kind of effective discussion 
that we wish to see, the numbers attending have 
to be restricted. Accordingly, attendance will be 
by invitation only. 

If you wish to attend: please write a brief letter 
explaining your reasons for attending and attach a 
CV. If you wish to be a panelist and/or chair a 
discussion, please add (to the letter and the CV), 
some 200 words of reflection on one of the 
themes listed above.
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? What will be discussed? 

The Movement's principal areas of activity are education (from primary to 
tertiary levels), print publication and audiovisual media, and intercultural 
dialogue. During the Retreat, performance in each of these areas will be 
subject to scrutiny, analysis and appraisal. In particular, time will be made for 
the so-called 'sensitive topics' — the participation and visibility of women in the 
Movement; the transparency of its financial resources; its capacity for 
adjustment to varied cultural–political contexts; its relevance to people of 
different socio-economic class. We also hope to see a vigorous exchange of 
ideas on the longer-term implications of Gülen's theological and philosophical 
writings for societal development of Muslim communities (whether of 
minority or majority status) and their strategies for coping in the modern 
world.

An ever present question and goal will be to define the nature of the 
Movement and ask what opportunities, if any, this transnational community of 
volunteers presents for peace-building and practical dialogue. 

? Organisers

?Set contribution

£200 (or equivalent) per attendee/pannelist 
towards flight cost.

For more information please email to 
retreat@gulenconference.org.uk

? Info


